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More emphasis in this session on your role in the reading process – this is deliberate.
Many parents read regularly with their child but don’t find the time to really promote
reading for pleasure and model how to be a good reader. We really want to express how
important and fundamental it is to be reading TO your child every day and promoting
reading at home! Reading underpins everything your child will do in the future – good
writers develop from good readers.
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Open question – talk on your table. Children can begin on their journey as ‘reader’s from
the day they are born. Very early on children begin to learn about spoken language when
they hear their family talking, laughing, singing, and when they respond to all of the
sounds that fill their world. ‘We talk to our children from the word go, we make faces,
sing to them, they learn early on that we use language to communicate’. They then
begin to quickly understand that print conveys meaning, when they hear and see adults
reading stories to them and when they see adults reading themselves!!! Newspapers,
novels, bills!
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So what makes a skilled and confident reader? Several decades of research has
supported us to identify some common features that all strong, confident and engaged
readers demonstrate. If a child is to be a successful life long reader they need to have
the opportunity to develop the following overtime: We will go through each of these in
more detail…
It is a combination of all of these elements (have highlighted some that research tells us
have particularly huge impact) that has the impact on children’s reading
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By the age of 1 children already have learned a lot about spoken language – noises
around them, around the house (door bell, fire engine, bird), respond to their name
Mum, Dad, food! more! In EYFS we are constantly modelling this process – sharing,
discussing, questioning, teaching how to be a good listener – eye contact, taking turns to
talk, talking 1 at a time. Developing vocabulary and oracy skills is also a whole school
priority this year. Really important that this is maintained at home
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Books don’t come with operating instructions but we learn to use them in certain ways.
Knowing about print and books and how they are used is called Print Awareness.
We also need children to tune into print around us – huge varieties of print in our homes
(we will touch on the importance of this rich variety later), children need us to model
how we use print. ‘I got a letter today from Granny, she has been telling me about her
new house”. Print outside the home important – adverts, signposts, bus timetables,
Environmental print (you will notice in our classroom that we place importance on print
being visible around the rooms). When children see that family members use print and
they notice that print is all around them they learn it is used for a variety of purposes
and that it has a value/importance.
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Some words rhyme. Sentences are made up of separate words. Words have parts called
syllables. The words bag, bug, ball all begin with the same initial sound. When a child
begins to notice and understand these things about spoken language, he is developing
phonological awareness – the ability to hear and work with the sounds of spoken
language. When a child also begins to understand that spoken words are made up of
separate , small sounds, they are developing phonemic awareness.
These individual sounds in spoken language are called phonemes. During their years at
Nursery the children explored how words can be broken up by playing games and talking
in ‘sound talk’, following my instructions, stand up, wave, jump, ,stop, hop, sit.
Children who have developed their phonemic awareness can take spoken words apart
sound by sound (segmentation) and put sounds back together to make words (blending).
Both of these skills are also integral to children's writing development.
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Reading aloud, with children participating actively, helps children learn new words, learn
more about the world, learn about written language, develop rich vocabularies, and see
the connection between words that are spoken and words that are written. Bottom line
is reading aloud to your child shows you value reading, it deserves to have special time
put aside for it.
Reading aloud to children is widely recognised as the single most important activity in
leading to language development. It can hugely boost self esteem, emotional wellbeing
(how many of you read a good book to escape, pick up a magazine for some downtime
in the bath) If we want our children to write amazing adventure stories, we have to
expose them to a huge range of amazing adventure stories, read them aloud to them
and talk about them.
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Huge wealth of research that supports that if you make one change today it is placing
that importance on reading aloud. Parents here with much older children – same goes,
in fact in some respects, do it more!! One way to encourage your child to be listening to
more stories is by using audio books. There are lots of audio books available on iPad,
amazon, cbeebies.n Reading aloud in the early years and beyond exposes children to
story and print knowledge as well as rare words and ideas not found in day-to-day
conversations or screen time.
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Building a rich literacy environment tells children that reading and writing are important
lifelong activities that are fun and useful. It shows children how much you value reading.
Establishing this environment supports you to have regular conversations with your child
about reading; it allows everyone the opportunity to express their ideas, opinions and
feelings about books. Sharing your love of books is key: ‘This was my favourite book
when I was little’ ‘I cant wait to finish my book’ – help raise the profile of reading for
pleasure!
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Building a home library doesn’t have to cost the earth. At each of our school fairs we
always have a used book stall, charity shops are amazing and having access to the library
means a constant stream of new books coming into your home.
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Our visit to the Library - hoping to get every child in EYFS set up with a library card to
support parents in accessing the library.
Talked about the variety of ways to get more books into your home. Don’t be
disheartened if your child picks the same books over and over – this shows that they are
enjoying the book and getting real pleasure from it. Children also love to learn stories
(just like songs and rhymes) off by heart – this shows your child is well on the way to
becoming a reader! It also shows they understand the connection between the words
and print and the story. If you are a less confident reader help your child by talking about
the pictures and making up the story using them as you go along. Audio books are a
great way to support this for less confident readers. Children love it when you use your
voice to your advantage when reading a story. Adding accents, deep and high tones and
silly voices and noises makes reading fun and begins to teach children to use expression
in their reading. If your child is reluctant reader the key is to tap into their interests.
Reading a football match report of a recent game to them, using comics to tap into
interests in superheroes, tune into which tv shows they like and try to buy/borrow books
related to these (there are lots of this types at our book fairs and online when using bug
club). Popular culture is a really powerful tool! Research suggests that reluctant readers
(boys in particular) really benefit from the use of touch screen technology to positively
influence their reading bavhiour. It highlights that sharing both printed and touch screen
stories benefits children’s vocabulary attainment compared with looking at or reading
printed stories only. DON’T BE SCARED OF SCREEN TIME! Balance is with equal ‘wild
time’! Project wild thing is a great film for supporting this – don’t have to get rid of
screens but just balance the time spent outside/doing something active!
Research also suggests that in most families its mums who do the majority of the
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reading. Reading together is a great way to build in quality time daily and develops a
strong and loving relationship with your child. It can help open your child's eyes and
minds up to different people and situations and stretches their horizons – get involved
dads!
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We support children from their individual starting points in all aspects of their learning
and this is no different with reading.
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Now you have done your bit, how to go about helping them when they read! Lilac books
are great – fantastic way to begin on the path to being a reader, develop story telling
skills, use pictures as clues, encourage language use and development. Builds confidence
and self esteem – I’m a reader! Lilac books on your tables – work in pairs trying to use
the pictures to tell the story/information. Great precursor that allows children to build
those good solid reading skills and habits.
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We support children from their individual starting points in all aspects of their learning
and this is no different with reading. Use bug club to supplement your child’s reading in
print. Stocked book shelves by Class teacher – target children's ability with reading. Lots
of comprehension activities to support these skills after finishing books.
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